
Due to the Covid 19 pandemic , from 4 .30pm Friday

27 March 2020 Street Law has been delivering all

legal services remotely .  

 

We will still be attending our outreach legal clinics

but we will be doing this via video link and/or

phone . If you want to ring please do - our office

phone will be diverted so we will still be able to

speak to you .

 

We want to keep you all informed as to what is

happening , so we will continue to share the stories

that are important to our clients and the

community .
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COVID-19 Update



Street Law acknowledges the profound impact that COVID-19 has had across all sectors of Australia

and around the world . In such a difficult and unprecedented time , it is important to stay updated

regarding policy developments in response to an ever-changing situation . Street Law is staying alert

to the volatile nature of the issues that affect our client group the most , and we are keeping a

watching brief on multiple policy issues that may affect the impact of COVID-19 on people who are

experiencing homelessness or who are at risk of homelessness . 

 

Moratorium on Evictions 
In response to the Prime Minister ’s announcement on 29 March 2020 , the state government has

proposed legislation which will freeze evictions for rental arrears due to hardship . This will create a

moratorium on the evictions of people who , due to financial distress , are unable to meet the

financial commitments of their tenancies . This means that landlords , including public housing

authorities , will be unable to evict any tenants if they are unable to pay their rent . The Premier is

hopeful that this legislation will go through both Houses of Parliament before the end of April . This

will be significant for Western Australians who have accommodation but are at risk of

homelessness , as it mitigates that very risk , and grants them greater stability for the next 6 months .

This proposed legislation also freezes the ability of landlords to increase rent for the same period .

 

This is a very promising proposal , especially when considering how many public housing evictions

occur as a result of rent arrears . The below graph represents data obtained by Tenancy WA for

public housing evictions , with a total of 495 evictions in WA in 2016 (the year of most recent

eviction data). This is representative of a punitive system , where hundreds of Western Australians

are being pushed out of homes into homelessness per year . The scale of this crisis will be eased by

the proposed moratorium , however unless more specific , long-term legislation is enacted to protect

these people (and particularly children) from homelessness , any progress for homeless Western

Australians made by the proposed legislation will be undone .
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Reasons for Public Housing Evictions in WA,
2016 



Proposed Freezing of All Fines Enforcement Processes
Another consequence of COVID-19 is that it has reduced the repayment options available to people

with outstanding fines . A common repayment method preferred by Street Law clients is to pay off

court fines through  community work , however due to current safety concerns , it is no longer a

viable option for fine debtors . As a result , the only options currently available are to pay off the

entire debt in full , or to enter into a time to pay agreement . These options are often unsatisfactory

for people who are in receipt of Centrelink , receive no income , or receive no Centrelink .

 

As a result , Street Law has called on the Fines Enforcement Registry to ensure that no warrants of

commitment authorising the imprisonment of fine debtors are issued while options to repay debt

are decreased , and until the proposed fine default amendment legislation is passed and

implemented into law . We have been informed by the Fines Enforcement Registry that , at this point

in time , they will not pause the enforcement processes available for fines and infringements which ,

although a last resort , include the issuing of warrants of commitment which mandate the

imprisonment of fine debtors to pay off their debt . They have advised that they will assess the

impacts of COVID-19 on a debtor 's ability to repay on a case-by-case basis . Street Law will continue

to advocate for our clients , and strive to protect them from adverse consequences during a time at

which they are at their most vulnerable . 
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"Hotels with Heart” Initiative
The State government announced a pilot project

aimed at reducing the health risks for people

experiencing homelessness during the coronvirus

crisis . The project has commenced and

approximately 20 people experiencing

homelessness (rough sleepers) in Perth have

been moved to stay in Perth 's Pan Pacific Hotel .

This plan was conceived by a taskforce made up

of government and non-government

representatives , following an assessment of the

immediate risks posed to people who are

experiencing or at risk of homelessness . This is an

incredibly promising initiative , and demonstrates

the importance of protecting those who are most

vulnerable during such a tumultuous time . It is

important to only view this as a trial , and aspire

for a much greater number of Western

Australians who are currently sleeping rough to

be protected under the program . On 31 March , 27

people were welcomed into the Pan Pacific - to

the right is a screenshot posted to Facebook by

Simone McGurk MLA , of a text message sent to

her from general manager of the Pan Pacific

hotel . This is a hugely positive initiative , and we

hope to see more hotels volunteering to protect

a greater portion of central Perth 's homeless

Australians .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As  COVID-19 has presented challenges to

the ways in which we assist our clients , and

often intensified the nature of the issues

facing them , we will continue to update

the community at large regarding any

developments . This being said , the final

page of this newsletter contains non-

COVID content , to shine light on valuable

members of Street Law 's team .

 

 

 



"I have spent the last couple of years between

Indonesia and Australia learning from both

countries '  community legal sectors .

Homelessness in Indonesia looks different

from homelessness in Australia . In both

countries , people who don 't have a place to

live also don 't have a place in the legal

system . People experiencing homelessness

are marginalised and criminalised in both

countries . 

 

The Indonesian Criminal Code creates an

offence for homelessness with time in prison

as a penalty . While this may seem pretty

shocking , we don 't do much better here .

People experiencing homelessness in Perth

are criminalised through move on notices

(and subsequent breaches of), disorderly

behaviour charges and property charges ,

among others .  

 

Having an organisation like Street Law Centre

is crucial for people experiencing

homelessness to advocate for them in a

system that criminalises them ."

Volunteer Spotlight
One our of volunteers, Taylah, recently

went on exchange to Indonesia as part of

her undergraduate degree. Here are her

observations regarding the respective

situations of homeless Australians and

homeless Indonesians.

Recently, we bid farewell to Stacey. 

 

Stacey started out with us as a volunteer law

student and became our wonderful solicitor

and Community Legal Education

coordinator. She accomplished so many

wonderful things and did an amazing job of

helping out our clients with their difficult

legal issues and continued to deliver and

develop our CLE program. 

 

Stacey was with us for an incredible THREE

years! We wish her all the best in her future

endeavours.

 

Thanks again Stacey, we miss you!

Thank you Stacey!

 

Best wishes to all during these turbulent times -
stay safe!


